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All About Izzy



Alex is back!!

Hi everyone! Around the barn they call me Izzy (the horse
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not the person), but when I enter the show ring I’m known

barn party


New lesson policy



Strengthen your
core for a better
ride



HoH Feb event

as Dragonfly Izzy. My dad is Seaforth’s Billionheir and my
mom is Let The Magic Begin. My birthday is April 20, 2010
and that makes me 5 years old!
My place of birth was Summit Equine in Apex. My original owner was
Jeanne Frazer. I was purchased as a 4 year old by Heather Boodey (and I
love her very much). I stand about 15.0 hands tall so I am not super tall,
but I’m not short either. I’ll tell you what I am, I am round like a barrel.
By the way I’m a mare. Never ever, ever mistake me for a gelding!
When I was only 3 years old I was a show horse. Now I am being trained
to be shown by academy riders. In my stall I am sweet, but I do not like
having my girth tightened. So watch out, I can be a devil. Oh, yeah one
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hooves! Now if you’ll excuse me it is feeding time.
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equipment in good working order. Everyone got a lesson on how to clean
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tack. It’s not too late to join Head Over Hooves! All riders 18 years and

By Izzy Richman

-------------------------------------------Head Over Hooves members had a great time making peppermint name
tags and stockings for the horses to get the barn ready for the holidays.
After decorating the barn, we learned why it is important to keep our
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from my friend Izzy the rider because she has fingers instead of
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under are invited to join our youth club.
Our next event will be a Valentines Party on Saturday, February 13.
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Congrats to
Sheri for
completing the
Nov-Dec pattern
and winning the
$10 Starbucks
gift card
drawing!
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New Lesson Policy for 2016!
We are implementing a new lesson policy starting February 1, 2016.
1. Regular lesson rates for Casual riders (those who rides less than once per week):


$45 for private, semi private (30 mins, 2-3 riders) or group (45 minutes, 4+ riders)



$35 for tiny tot (15-20 minutes) for children 4 & under



$25 for owners of academy horses after 1 free per week

2. Discounted rates for Regular riders (those who have at least 4 lessons per month):


$160 for 4 lessons, $120 tiny tots



$225 for 6 lessons per month



$280 for 8 lessons per month

The month will run the 1st through the 30th/31st. All payments due NO LATER than the 1st
in order to receive discount. Prepaid lessons will expire at the end of the month whether
used or not. Check with Heather about missing for vacations, horse shows and sickness.
You may pay by check, cash or paypal. If you do not pay by the first, you will be a “casual”
rider and your rate will be $45.
All lessons must be scheduled in advance. Riding is a sport that is very difficult to train “on
the ground” or at home; therefore, saddle time and consistency promotes individual success
and improvements.
In order to attend at winter tournament or one day fun show you must ride 6 times a month
the month before the show. In order to attend a larger show you must ride twice a week at
least the month before the show. Also note that there are about 50-60 people that currently ride and drive at the barn. The lesson schedule fills up quickly . It is best if you get on the
books for a regular time weekly. Currently we are teaching every day except Sunday.
Remember Alex is still on a limited work schedule.
Lessons must be cancelled 12 hours in advance or will be charged the full rate.
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ASAC Convention
The ASAC Convention is right around the corner. You can join ASAC online (must be a member to show
at ASAC shows). You can register for the convention online: http://asacsaddlebred.weebly.com/
convention-information.html .
This is our Annual Convention and Awards Banquet for the American Saddlebred Association of the
Carolinas. It’s held at the Embassy Suites in Concord. It’s where the speedway, mall, and great wolf
lodge are. The hotel has a great restaurant, golf course and spa too! The schedule for the convention is
as follows:
Friday, January 29th
7:00 there is a Live Auction, buffet, the silent auction opens and there is a cash bar. After the auction we
will be entertained by Cutting Edge Dueling Pianos from Baltimore, MD. Anything the audience wants to
hear, the players are sure to know. Whether it’s 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, 90’s or current rap, country or rock
and roll. Anything you can imagine, they can perform. A dueling piano show is extremely interactive
and entertaining. The audience is thoroughly involved and participates throughout the entire event.
The crowd is sure to be laughing, dapping, singing, dancing and loving every minutes the performers are
on stage. This will run till midnight!
For the kids:
At 7:000 there will be an ASAC Youth Dinner and meeting. Following
that at 8:00 the ASAC Youth will have a talent contest. There will be
room for dancing, skits, singing or synching! Awards will be issued for
the following categories: Best Actor/Actress in a Leading Role, Best
Actor/Actress in a Supporting Role, Best Adaptation, Best Costume,
and Most Original. Youth interested in running as officers please
email alicebrinkley@touchnc.net.
Saturday, January 30th
Then on Saturday there are meetings for the general membership in the morning from 10-11. Following
that at 11:30 is a luncheon that runs until 1:00. The luncheon features the Legends of the Carolinas.
Presentation of several Carolina Horseman and some of their most memorable horses. Videos, pictures
and behind the scene accounts of their journeys to the top. Come help celebrate our rich saddlebred
history by learning from and about our own Carolina horseman, exhibitors and horses.
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This is a luncheon that is included in your registration fee and is for kids and adults!
From 1-3 there is a presentation that will feature speaker “The Profitable Horseman”. Doug Emerson will
present several sessions on topics specifically tailored to the horse industry in the Carolinas. These
sessions will be beneficial for trainers, instructors and exhibitors. If you are involved in the horse
business you are in the business of horses! The most popular subjects for talks include: Getting Control
of the Money in the Business-Finding and Keeping Good Employees-Marketing Strategies for Horses,
Training and Lessons.
From 4-6 the Youth have a get together where they can get their hair and make up ready for the
banquet! Everyone makes their own fashion statement that night, whether you are walking on stage to
get an award or not!!
Then, at 6:00 there is a cocktail reception. Everyone can browse over their silent auction bids. The silent
auction will close at 6:45!!
The Awards Banquet, Dinner and Dance will begin at 7 and runs till midnight!! Some of our Ingleside
riders and drivers will be getting awards at the banquet!!
You are not required to do any or all of the events, if your child wants to go and you want to tag along to
hang out at the hotel and shop, eat and drink that is fine too!!!
Linda Weber of Hawkewood Custom Clothing will also be there. If you ordered new clothes when she
was here before Christmas then they will be there and ready for a fitting! If you weren’t able to order
then, you can go through her large selection of used clothes she will have there or order custom clothes
while there. If you are planning on showing at the ASAC Show or Raleigh Spring Premier in March you
must have your clothes ordered by the weekend of the convention to guarantee that they will be here in
time.
Since the hotel has suites Heather is willing to take on some kids while there. If someone can get the kids
down there Heather is willing to bring the kids home! Concord is a fun town for parents too!! Let
Heather know if you want to go so we can coordinate registrations and rides for kids without adults
attending!
Linda Weber of Hawkewood Custom Clothing will also be at ASAC. If you ordered new clothes when she was
here before Christmas then they will be there and ready for a fitting! If you weren’t able to order then, you
can go through her large selection of used clothes she will have there or order custom clothes while
there. If you are planning on showing at the ASAC Show or Raleigh Spring Premier in March you must have
your clothes ordered by the weekend of the convention to guarantee that they will be here in time.
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New faces in 2016! Please welcome:
 WC Magic Fire Music “Kiwi” for the Goguer Family (Julianne)
 Guilty As Charged “OJ” for Rick and Sheri Olson
 Greedy Gator “GG” for Megan Whitby
 Heartland Detonator “Sparky” for Ken K
 Yes Master “Master” for Hannah Champion for lease
 Elsa, new lesson pony for Heather Boodey
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Dylan Kirk
Demi Macadam
Tara Wiselove
Heather Boodey
Ken Boodey
You can still donated canned food drive and clothes
for the Raleigh Rescue mission by leaving goods in
the lounge.

From Ken K:
I would like to thank everyone
who donated to that beautiful
Christmas present. I have often
said that Ingleside Farm is far
more than a barn or stable.
Ingleside farm is family. I might
say that it is not only family, but
a great family. I have
enjoyed taping and making
DVD’s at the horse shows, and
look forward to doing an even
better job with the new
camera.
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Show News

The entire show
schedule is online!

Next shows,
Ω

Winter Tournaments is February 7

For the winter tournaments, you will need a half zip fleece, in black with red logo. These will
take at least twelve business days to come in, so order now!! To order children’s clothes you
must call Land’s End directly.

Show riders, the season starts in March. And include:
Ω

ASAC - March 10-13, 2016

Ω

Raleigh Spring Premier - March 23-26, 2016

Ω

Raleigh Invitational - April 14-16, 2016

Ω

Blowing Rock Charity - June 9-12, 2016

Ω

Asheville Invitational - July 22-23, 2016

Ω

North Carolina State Fair - October 19-22, 2016

Please nominate people for ASAC special awards if
you know of someone who is deserving! The deadline
is January 10th for nominating.
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Puzzle Time
Puzzle promoter Sam Loyd invented the "Trick Mules Puzzle" in 1872. Loyd sold the concept to
P.T. Barnum (of Barnum and Bailey circus fame), who handed out millions of them to circusgoers under the name "P.T. Barnum’s Trick Donkeys." The goal is to arrange (without folding)
three rectangular cards so that each rider is in his/her correct riding position on top of a horse.
Cut out the rectangles, then see if you can put the riders on the horses.
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Rider Exercises to Improve Your Seat
There’s growing research evidence that improving your seat off the horse is a great
thing to do because a) it’s effective - who doesn’t want a better seat - and b) you
can correct muscle patterns more easily when you and the horse aren’t encouraging
each other’s asymmetries move with the horse, even shift our pressure and tension
and use it as an aid. No other sport attempts to reach this level of fitness,
strength and coordination by just doing the sport. We need to release muscles we’d
naturally tighten and tighten muscles we’d not normally use. We need exercises.
It’s very hard to stretch a muscle before it’s warmed up
or contracted (despite older advice telling you to stretch
before you start exercise) so the best way to start with
your iliopsoas is to lie on your back, bring one bent knee
up to your chest so that the hip flexors are really short
and active. In that position hollow and round your lower
back so that you can really target the muscles. Then
slowly lengthen your leg out from there until it is flat on
the floor and you’ve stretched as tall/long as you can be.
Hold for a few seconds. Repeat this a few times on both
sides, seeing if you can feel a longer stretch each time.
The second exercise to try is half
kneeling and is a little similar to a lunge. Kneel on
one knee with the other foot on the floor in
front of you, as if you’re going to propose. Then
keeping your body upright try to push forward
slightly onto your front leg opening your trailing
hip to leave the bent leg behind you. This is close
to the crescent lunge in yoga, and stretches the
iliopsoas of the trailing leg.

With both exercises repeat 2-4 times both sides, 3 or 4 times a week or as needed.
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So instead of sit ups and crunches let’s engage core stability and make the abs work in a
targeted, lengthened position. If you don’t have a broken ankle you can start the infamous
plank - on your hands and knees or hands and feet, as straight as you can as if you’d just
completed a push up, but just hold it. Start with ten seconds or two minutes, whatever
feels right. Tomorrow you can go ten seconds longer. It’s important to stay within what
feels comfortable as if you try to hold it for too long you’re likely to lose the straight back,
neutral spine position, and won’t be targeting the muscles as well as you could.

The second exercise to try is similarly starting on your hands and knees, straight back, knees
directly below hips. Then lift one hand and one leg straight out and hold it. As with the horse’s
exercise the abdominals are working dynamically to keep you stable and balanced, making this
a very effective exercise. Similarly if you lift one leg from the plank pose you’ll add a lot of
extra challenge to the exercise. In both cases don’t forget to switch and work both sides!

The great thing about core muscles is that they are unusually quick to train, and not too hard
to maintain. The hard part is just the getting started, and you should see results as quickly as
the second week.
There is a little more to say about core strength and stability but as ever I’ve already gone on
long enough and both family life & paid writing are calling, so I’ll return to this topic in a Part
2. Worth mentioning though, that whilst I’ve used dressage pictures, the core is particularly
relevant to the showjumper as it is what keeps you in balance over a jump in a fold. If you
struggle with getting ahead or behind your horse, over a jump or in any discipline, or getting
him to engage or respond to your aids, a lack of core stability is usually to blame. Ditto ending
up exhausted and out of breath when you ride. Often people are just tired because they’ve
mostly been fighting themselves. But now we’re going to fix that.
Adapted from: http://equinemechanics.com/post/128568891748/unmounted-rider-exercises-to-improve-your
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From the Rulebook


1. OPEN, JUNIOR, THREE-YEAR-OLD, TWO-YEAR-OLD, MAIDEN, NOVICE AND LIMIT. The OPEN horse
should be the ultimate representative of the breed. It should be as nearly perfect as possible; performing
all gaits with animation, brilliance and extreme action at both ends. Performance is paramount in these
classes. Classes are judged on performance, presence, quality, manners, and conformation.



2. LADIES, JUNIOR EXHIBITORS, AMATEURS, MASTERS AND OWNERS. Manners are paramount in these
classes but there is a difference in the way in which horses are judged in each.



a. LADIES. A Lady’s horse should be outstanding in refinement and elegance with suitability of horse to
rider taken into consideration. Expression is important and quality is a prime consideration. The
execution of gaits should be performed with brilliance on command. The horse should walk and stand
quietly. Classes are judged on manners, quality, presence, performance, and conformation.



b. JUNIOR EXHIBITORS. The Junior Exhibitor’s horse should be mannerly, willing, and expressive with
balanced action. The execution of gaits should be performed with brilliance on command. The horse
should walk and stand quietly. Classes are judged on manners, performance, presence, quality, and
conformation.



c. AMATEURS, MASTERS AND OWNERS. The Amateur’s, Master’s and Owner’s horses can be a bit
stronger and perform in a bolder manner. More action and animation are desired and less emphasis can
be put on manners than in Ladies or Junior Exhibitor classes. Classes are judged on manners,
performance, presence, quality, and conformation.

